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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates generally to the field of
variable geometry guide vanes for gas turbine engines.
More specifically, the invention relates to variable geom-
etry guide vane assemblies that reduce stress placed on
downstream compressor blades.
[0002] A gas turbine engine compressor typically in-
cludes inlet guide vanes followed by a row, or stage of
compressor rotor blades. A fan (military style) or high
pressure compressor will only have one row of inlet guide
vanes. There may be other rows of variable vanes, but
they may differ in their principle of operation. During op-
eration, air is sequentially compressed by the compres-
sor stages. The compressed air is channeled to a com-
bustor and mixed with fuel and ignited. The hot combus-
tion gases generated power the engine.
[0003] Axial compressors rely on spinning blades that
have airfoil sections similar to airplane wings. As with
airplane wings, in some conditions the blades can stall
or surge. If this occurs, the airflow around the stalled com-
pressor can reverse direction violently. Many compres-
sors are fitted with anti-stall systems such as bleed bands
or variable geometry guide vanes to decrease the likeli-
hood of surge.
[0004] To ensure compressor stability over a wide
range of mass flow rates and operating speeds, variable
guide vanes are employed. Guide vanes are usually cast
structures having an airfoil and a platform. The aerody-
namic vanes turn the airstreams through an angle to meet
the blades of a following compressor stage and reduce
the effective inlet area of the stage.
[0005] Variable guide vane assemblies use blades that
can be individually rotated around their axis, as opposed
to the power axis of the engine. For startup they are ro-
tated to open, reducing compression, and then are rotat-
ed back into the airflow as operating conditions require.
Closing the guide vanes progressively as compressor
speed falls reduces the slope of the surge (or stall) line,
improving the surge margin of the engine.
[0006] Vane movement is accomplished by coupling a
corresponding vane arm to the outer ends of each vane
and joining the vane arms to a common actuation or uni-
son ring for providing uniform adjustment of the individual
vanes. Each vane must be identically angled relative to
the other vanes in the ring to maximize efficiency and
prevent undesirable aerodynamic distortion from a mis-
aligned vane.
[0007] Current variable geometry inlet guide vanes are
positioned radially around the longitudinal engine axis.
A typical variable inlet guide vane assembly is shown in
FIG. 1. A problem experienced with current variable ge-
ometry guide vane designs is a stress that manifests itself
at the root, or inner radial ends of the downstream com-
pressor blades. The high stress experienced is due to
unsteady air formed at their outer radial ends. The un-

steady air pushes and pulls on the blades, stressing
where they couple to an inner concentric engine struc-
ture.
[0008] Radial inlet guide vanes do not direct a uniform
velocity of air across the downstream compressor blades
as their geometry changes in response to engine de-
mands. As a result, the compressor blades experience
an unbalanced loading of air velocities with slower mov-
ing, separated air concentrated near the outer radial end
regions.
[0009] What is desired is a variable geometry guide
vane assembly that reduces unwanted compressor
blade or fan blade stresses. The invention provides a
solution to this problem.
[0010] GB-A-2217790 discloses a vane adjustment
mechanism in which a vane connecting rod is attached
to a control ring by a first ball joint. The vane connecting
rod is then attached to a nozzle lever by means of an
eccentric, second ball joint.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The inventors have discovered that it would be
desirable to have variable geometry guide vane assem-
blies that reduce stress placed on downstream compres-
sor blades in gas turbine engines.
[0012] The present invention provides a vane arm for
a variable geometry guide vane assembly, and compris-
ing a mounting end, a spherical bearing end having lo-
cated therein a spherical-type bearing, and a hinge cou-
pling the mounting end with the spherical bearing end.
[0013] The bearing end may further comprise an end
plane, a hinge plane, and a line of intersection wherein
the line of intersection is defined where both planes meet.
[0014] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below. Other features and advantages of
the invention will be apparent from the description and
drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a partial front axial view of a variable ge-
ometry radial guide vane assembly.

FIG. 2 is a partial front axial view of a variable ge-
ometry leaned guide vane assembly.

FIG. 3 is a partial front sectional, axial view of an
exemplary variable geometry leaned guide vane.

FIG. 4 is a partial top sectional view through an ex-
emplary mounting portion of the leaned guide vane
shown in FIG. 3 taken along line 4-4.

FIG. 5 is an exemplary exploded view of the variable
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geometry leaned guide vane shown in FIG. 3 with a
vane arm according to the invention.

FIG. 6 is a partial perspective axial view of an exem-
plary variable geometry leaned guide vane assem-
bly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] Embodiments of the invention will be described
with reference to the accompanying drawing figures
wherein like numbers represent like elements through-
out.
[0017] The disclosure relates to a variable geometry
leaned inlet guide vane assembly as shown in FIGs. 2,
3 and 6. Each guide vane "leans" away from the pressure
side (direction of rotation) at the outer radial end. The
lean for each vane may be set at one angular position.
The vane axis is offset from a radius r by an angular
difference θ in a range of 0°<<θ<30°.
[0018] FIG. 2 shows a plurality of leaned guide vanes
spaced apart equidistantly around the intake annulus of
a gas turbine engine. Surrounding the intake annulus is
an engine casing structure. The plurality of leaned guide
vanes extends in a skewed, non-radial direction between
an inner concentric structure and an outer engine casing.
[0019] The moveable vanes are mounted for selective
rotation about an axis which passes through two trun-
nions. The angular rotation required of the movable
vanes may be up to a maximum deflection of approxi-
mately 70°. Over the range of movement, the arc swept
by the radially outer edges of the vanes has potential for
interference with the annular shape of the inner surface
of the engine casing. In order to accommodate this range
of vane movement and to avoid gaps between the vane
radially outer edge and the casing surface, these both
conform to a part spherical surface configuration. There-
fore a constant and minimal gap between the edge and
surface may be maintained over the whole range of vane
movement.
[0020] A vane actuating mechanism is provided on the
radially outer side of the annular engine casing (not
shown). This comprises a circumferentially movable uni-
son ring to which the outer trunnion of each vane is con-
nected by means of a vane arm.
[0021] Shown in FIG. 3 is a portion of an annular stator
casing 301 of an exemplary axial compressor for a gas
turbine engine to which is mounted a plurality of circum-
ferentially spaced apart variable geometry leaned guide
vanes 303. Each vane includes an airfoil 305 comprising
leading and trailing edges, and high and low pressure
sides.
[0022] Each vane 303 may be a cast structure and may
be formed using any suitable casting technique known
in the art. While the vanes 303 are preferably cast struc-
tures, they may also be machined if desired.
[0023] Each vane 303 further includes a radially outer
trunnion 307 extending coaxially and integrally outwardly

from the top of the airfoil 305 for pivotally mounting the
airfoil 305 in a corresponding bushing 309 in the casing
301. The vane 303 also includes a radially inner trunnion
311 mounted in a sealing ring 313.
[0024] In order to selectively rotate the airfoil 305 dur-
ing operation, the airfoil 305 includes a keyed, D-shaped
seat 401 as shown in FIG. 4 which extends radially out-
ward from the trunnion 307 as shown in FIG. 5. A thread-
ed stem 403 extends radially outward from the seat 401.
[0025] The threaded stem 403 is cylindrical with a sub-
stantially constant outer diameter, whereas the seat 401
is unidirectional in an exemplary D-shaped configuration
below the stem 403 to provide a self alignment feature
for mounting a vane arm 405 atop the airfoil 305 for se-
lective rotation during operation. The vane arm 405 is
secured to the airfoil 305 by a threaded retaining nut 315.
Other variants may use other means such as keyed
splines, crenulated surfaces in matching correspond-
ence, or others to secure a vane arm 405 to a vane 303.
[0026] Each vane arm 405 has a spherical bearing (He-
im-type bearing) 503 end which cooperates with a pin
317 located on an annular actuation, or unison ring 319
for simultaneously rotating in unison each of the airfoils
305 in an individual leaned guide vane assembly. Actu-
ating a leaned vane is difficult since a non-articulating,
planar vane arm 405 motion is not tangential with respect
to the unison ring 319.
[0027] To compensate for the non-tangential travel the
vane arm 405 experiences with respect to a unison ring
319 (radially offset 0°<θ≤30°), the vane arm 405 includes
a hinge 505. The hinge 505 divides the vane arm 405
into a spherical bearing 503 end and a mounting end
509. The hinge allows for rotational freedom in the range
of about 630° from a mounting end plane 509. For guide
vanes having approximately a 14° lean, a hinge rotation
of 69° should be sufficient. For guide vanes having ap-
proximately a 30° lean, a hinge rotation of 620° should
be sufficient.
[0028] The spherical bearing 503 end comprises two
planes, an end plane 507 and a hinge plane 508 that
form a line of intersection 511. The intersection 511 is at
an angle α with respect to a vane arm 405 longitude. The
angle α may be placed on either side of the longitudinal
reference depending on the embodiment desired.
[0029] The end plane 507 is angled at a dihedral from
the hinge plane 508 at an angle of β. The angle β may
be placed on either side of the hinge plane 508 depending
on the embodiment desired. The range of motion offered
by the hinge 505 in conjunction with the dihedral of the
end 507 and hinge 508 planes allow for a non-binding
freedom of movement as the unison ring 319 rotates to
selectively pivot the airfoils 305.
[0030] The function of the end plane 507 and hinge
plane 508 is to position the end plane 507 tangent to the
unison ring 319 when the guide vanes 303 are at the
midpoint of rotation. Most applications may have α in a
range of 90° ≤ α ≤ 150° and β in a range of 0° < β ≤ 45°.
[0031] In a preferred embodiment, the mounting hole
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407 is generally a D-shaped configuration in matching
correspondence with the seat 401 around which it is seat-
ed. The seat 401 preferably includes a pair of opposite,
parallel side flats 409 which define a width A of the seat
401. The seat 401 also has an arcuate front 411 and a
flat back 413 which define a length B of the seat 401.
The seat 401 may be narrower in width A than in length
B. The mounting hole 407 includes a pair of opposite,
parallel side walls 501 spaced apart at a width C. The
mounting hole 407 also includes a generally arcuate front
and a flat back which are spaced apart over a length D.
The hole width C may be less than the hole length D to
correspond with the configuration of the seat 401 and
allow for precise alignment. As described above, other
configurations for coupling a vane arm 405 to a guide
vane 303 are possible.
[0032] The disclosed construction reduces stress
placed on compressor blades which use upstream guide
vanes, and fan blades which use upstream guide vanes
in turbofan engines. The guide vanes lean circumferen-
tially, pushing engine core air flow towards the down-
stream blades. This allows the stresses on the down-
stream blades to be significantly reduced.
[0033] The invention overcomes the difference in ar-
ticulation between a unison ring 319 and vane arm 405.
The hinged vane arm 405 of the invention couples with
a unison ring 319 using a spherical joint 503. The hinge
505 dividing the vane arm 405 permits the end plane 507
to follow the path of the unison ring 319. This arrange-
ment allows a leaned guide vane assembly to be actuated
by a conventional unison ring.
[0034] One or more embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be un-
derstood that various modifications may be made without
departing from the scope of the invention. Accordingly,
other embodiments are within the scope of the following
claims.

Claims

1. A vane arm (405) comprising:

a mounting end (509); and characterised by
further comprising:

a spherical bearing (503) end having locat-
ed therein a spherical-type bearing (503);
and
a hinge (505) coupling said mounting end
(509) with said spherical bearing (503) end.

2. The vane arm according to claim 1 wherein said
hinge (505) allows for a 630° range of motion be-
tween said mounting and spherical bearing ends.

3. The vane arm according to claim 2 wherein said
mounting end (509) further comprises a keyed ap-

erture (407) sized in matching correspondence with
an upper trunnion (307) of a vane (303) to couple
with.

4. The vane arm according to claim 3 wherein said vane
arm bearing (503) end further comprises:

an end plane (507);
a hinge plane (508); and
a line of intersection (511) defined where said
end plane (507) and said hinge plane (508)
meet.

5. The vane arm according to claim 4 wherein said line
of intersection (511) is in a range of from 90° to 150°
off of a vane arm longitude defined through said
keyed aperture (407) and said spherical bearing
(503).

6. The vane arm according to claim 5 wherein said line
of intersection (511) forms an angle between said
end plane (507) and said hinge plane (508) in a range
of from greater than 0° to 45°.

7. The vane arm according to claim 6 wherein said
bearing (503) end couples with a unison ring (319).

8. The vane arm according to claim 7 wherein said
hinge angular range in conjunction with said end and
hinge planes (507,508) allow for freedom of move-
ment as said unison ring (319) rotates.

Patentansprüche

1. Leitschaufelarm (405), aufweisend:

ein Befestigungsende (509);
sowie dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er fer-
ner Folgendes aufweist:

ein Kugellager-(503)-Ende, in dem sich ein
Lager vom Kugellagertyp (503) befindet;
und
ein Gelenk (505), das das Befestigungsen-
de (509) mit dem Kugellager-(503)-Ende
verbindet.

2. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das Gelenk (505) eine Bewegung über einen
Bereich von +/- 30° zwischen dem Befestigungsen-
de und dem Kugellager-Ende zulässt.

3. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 2,
wobei das Befestigungsende (509) ferner eine
Längskeilöffnung (407) aufweist, die in passender
Übereinstimmung mit einem oberen Lagerzapfen
(307) einer Leitschaufel (303) zur Kopplung mit die-
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sem dimensioniert ist.

4. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 3,
wobei das Lager-(503)-Ende des Leitschaufelarms
ferner aufweist:

eine End-Ebene (507);
eine Gelenk-Ebene (508); und
eine Schnittlinie (511), die an der Stelle gebildet
ist, an der sich die End-E-bene (507) und die
Gelenk-Ebene (508) treffen.

5. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 4,
wobei die Schnittlinie (511) in einem Bereich von 90°
bis 150° versetzt zu einer Leitschaufelarm-Längs-
achse ist, die durch die Längskeilöffnung (407) und
das Kugellager (503) hindurch definiert ist.

6. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 5,
wobei die Schnittlinie (511) einen Winkel zwischen
der End-Ebene (507) und der Gelenk-Ebene (508)
in einem Bereich von mehr als 0° bis 45° bildet.

7. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 6,
wobei des Lager-(503)-Ende mit einem Vereini-
gungsring (319) koppelbar ist.

8. Leitschaufelarm nach Anspruch 7,
wobei der Gelenk-Winkelbereich in Verbindung mit
der End- und der Gelenk-Ebene (507, 508) Bewe-
gungsfreiheit bei Rotation des Vereinigungsrings
(319) gestattet.

Revendications

1. Bras d’aube (405) comprenant :

une extrémité de montage (509) ; et caractérisé
comme comprenant en outre :

une extrémité pour palier sphérique (503)
ayant un palier de type sphérique (503) pla-
cé en son sein ; et
une articulation (505) accouplant ladite ex-
trémité de montage (509) à ladite extrémité
pour palier sphérique (503).

2. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ladite articulation (505) permet une plage de mou-
vement de 6 30° entre lesdites extrémités de mon-
tage et pour palier sphérique.

3. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
ladite extrémité de montage (509) comprend en
outre une ouverture à verrouillage (407) dimension-
née de façon à correspondre à un tourillon supérieur
(307) d’une aube (303) à laquelle s’accoupler.

4. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
ladite extrémité pour palier (503) de bras d’aube
comprend en outre :

un plan d’extrémité (507) ;
un plan d’articulation (508) ; et
une ligne d’intersection (511) définie là où ledit
plan d’extrémité (507) et ledit plan d’articulation
(508) se rencontrent.

5. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
ladite ligne d’intersection (511) est dans une plage
de 90° à 150° décalée par rapport à une longitude
de bras d’aube définie par ladite ouverture à ver-
rouillage (407) et ledit palier sphérique (503).

6. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
ladite ligne d’intersection (511) forme un angle entre
ledit plan d’extrémité (507) et ledit plan d’articulation
(508) dans une plage allant de plus de 0° à 45°.

7. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
ladite extrémité pour palier (503) s’accouple avec un
anneau de conjugaison (319).

8. Bras d’aube selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
ladite plage angulaire d’articulation en relation avec
lesdits plans d’extrémité et d’articulation (507,508)
permet une liberté de mouvement lorsque ledit an-
neau de conjugaison (319) tourne.
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